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  What is Direct MIDI to MP3 Converter?  

Direct MIDI to MP3   Converter  is a simple audio utility that allows you to convert MIDI files to  
MP3, WAV, WMA and OGG formats. It  can change the MIDI file into a audio   format that you
can burn on the Audio CD and play on a regular CD player.  

An essential difference between Direct MIDI to MP3 Converter and similar   programs is that,
this  MIDI Converter provides direct MIDI conversion   without sound recording. The main
advantages of the direct MID conversion are CD   audio quality output files and silence during
conversion. You don't need to   listen MIDI music and adjust recording level while converting. 
  
  Direct MIDI to MP3 Converter    is a good choice to convert your downloaded MIDI files, into
MP3 files and make   your own CDs which you can play on your home CD player or send to
your friends.

  

I have used this product to convert the MIDI files into MP3 and have   used these on my hymn
pages, which enable you to hear the music on   line.    The very ease of getting so many files
converted makes   me think that this product will also be useful to you all.   

    Piston Software,   the Company who made this possible
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Piston   Software  is from Ukraine and I would like to recommend their products to
  you.    You are offered free trials of their products for   30
days, and you can decide to uninstall it at any time.  If you keep, 
then   you need to buy 
it and you can do so on line, in your local currency, with a   Credit Card.

  

A registered product allows you to convert more than 5 files at a   time, and the
features provided are very helpful to make good renditions of your   MIDI files.  
Finale software creates .mus files which can be   converted into MIDI in software
like PrintMusic.   If you write your   own music, you may need to convert your MIDI
files, and find this a useful tool.

  

To DOWNLOAD    a free trial, please log on to

  

http://www.pistonsoft.com/midi2mp3.html
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